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Abstract

In response to the 2015 mass mobilities disruption of the European Union border
control regime, numerous self-organized, pro-migrant ad hoc solidarity groups pro-
liferated across Europe. Depending on the local, national, and migratory contexts,
these groups employed different methods and practices to support the people on
the move and to challenge the inefficient, bureaucratized, discriminatory, and securi-
tized modes of action of official, state, and humanitarian actors. Some practices that
were developed in this framework of grassroots or vernacular humanitarianism with
strong solidarity and a volunteer dimension (Brković, 2017; 2020; McGee & Pelham,
2017; Rozakou, 2017; Sandri, 2018) outgrew the initial crisis context and evolved over
time into distinctive formats of response to the border restrictions, exclusions, and
violence. One of them is still today a lasting practice of reporting of pushbacks by
grassroots groups active at different locations on the southeastern territorial fringes
of the EU. After reviewing the relevant literature and outlining the grassroots, self-
organized, humanitarian, and human rights background of pushback reports and re-
porting practices, the author focuses on these reports as a form of writing. Interest
in the style, narrative structure, and positionality of these reports opens questions of
their parallels with ethnographic inquiries.
Keywords: Balkan migratory trail, ethnography, grassroots pro-migrant groups, hu-
manitarianisms, human rights reporting, pushbacks

1 Introduction

The year 2015 can be understood as historical for the migration in Europe for several in-
terconnected reasons. For most, it will be remembered for the dramatic media images of
endless groups and columns of refugees heading from Greece to the center of the Euro-
pean Union. For others, the year will be remembered for mass mobilities disruption of the
repressive border control regime and in actu demonstration of the agency and the power of
the movements of migration. For some, it will also be remembered for mass spontaneous
citizen engagement in diversified humanitarian assistance and embodied in the images
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of, for example, people who gathered at the Munich train station to welcome refugees or
citizen-volunteers helping them on the shores of Greek islands.

In Croatia people of different ages and with different personal histories and social
backgrounds were also spontaneously arriving at the border crossing or checkpoints, to
share food, offer a lift, provide information, or support newcomers in some other way
(see e.g. Župarić-Iljić & Valenta, 2018, pp. 143–144). Anyone in mid-September 2015 at the
Croatian capital Zagreb train or bus stations, or several weeks later at the makeshift border
crossings on the green border with Serbia or Slovenia (such as Bapska on the border with
Serbia or Ključ Brdovečki on the border with Slovenia) could observe vibrant citizen help
and sympathy for the people on the move. Only in Zagreb within just a few weeks a dozen
ad hoc initiatives and groups of different scales formed. Some of them assembled hundreds
or more individuals, or even a notable number of civil society organizations and informal
collectives (see e.g. Bužinkić, 2018), while some consisted of only a few close friends, col-
leagues from work or random acquaintances. Some were vocal in advocating for political
change, while others were primarily interested in providing aid, making sandwiches, and
collecting and distributing clothes. Some were composed of locals or those from nearby
cities, while others were more national or even transnational.

Activities of these groups were fostered by divergent modes: personal and professional
contact, history of common activist or related engagement, as well as by social media
group exchanges and public calls. In these first spontaneous gatherings, differences among
mostly self-organized supporters seemed obscured and power relations minimal, although
some of the actors very quickly gained more dominant positions, depending on a range
of reasons, varying from their habitus to group dynamics. Some of these groups grew
with time into formal organizations active even today, some continued to act informally,
some transnationally, some merged, some switched locations or interests, some further
atomized, and some simply shrank as the movement of people shifted in another direction
or became isolated once mobile detention of the Croatian section of the Balkan refugee
corridor (Hameršak & Pleše, 2018b) was fully established at the end of 2015.

On the following pages, I would like to outline the recent literature about the phenom-
ena of self-organized pro-migrant citizen initiatives and groups in the critical months of
2015 and 2016, as well as to analyze the commitment of self-organized groups and initia-
tives to document and denunciate border violence at the external EU border, in particular,
pushbacks and deportations to neighboring non-EU countries. Following my previous re-
search about the Croatian section of the Balkan refugee corridor (Hameršak & Pleše, 2017;
2018a; 2018b) and Croatia’s direct involvement in pushback operations since then, this
paper focuses on the Croatian context in the period from the Balkan corridor and the be-
ginning of 2016 until today.

Although my deep involvement in the context, my participation in the collective writ-
ing of several such reports, as well as my long-term ethnographic research and activist
engagement in the field, informed my approach and my insights, due to a plethora of ethi-
cal and methodological, personal and professional reasons, the interpretation that follows
is not ethnography or autoethnography. It is, first of all, an exploration of texts of published
reports and texts surrounding them. Circumventing urgent, but already at least informally
tackled problems of (non)authoritativeness of some of these reports, their sometimes im-
precise or incomplete representations, their multiple revisions and textual instability, as
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well as the galloping problem of criminalization of groups and individuals involved in
their production, this essay strives to approach pushbacks reports as a form of writing and
to sketch their parallels with humanitarian agendas, human rights reporting, and ethno-
graphic inquiries.

2 Grassroots pro-migrant supporting mobilization resear

Mass citizen aid or self-organized—often spontaneously initiated—humanitarian engage-
ment on the margins of established or in the official systems of help in the making is not
a historically new phenomena, nor is it limited to the context of migration (see Brković,
2017; Fechte & Schwittay, 2019; Hamann&Karakayali, 2016, p. 74). Nevertheless, it only re-
cently started to occupy broader research attention, often in relation to the events of 2015.
A growing literature on the subject promptly dubbed this phenomenon as, to borrow from
the titles of some recently published research volumes and special issues, ‘solidarity mo-
bilizations in the “refugee crisis”’ (della Porta, 2018), ‘migrants’ and solidarity struggles’
(Birey et al., 2019), ‘citizen initiatives for global solidarity’ (Schulpen & Huyse, 2017) or
‘refugee protection and civil society in Europe’ (Feischmidt et al., 2019) etc. In the same
context terms such as ‘volunteer humanitarianism’ (Sandri, 2017), ‘solidarity humanitari-
anism’ (Rozakou, 2017), ‘subversive humanitarianism’ (Vandevoordt, 2019) or ‘grassroots
humanitarianism’ (McGee & Pelham, 2018) were introduced in order to highlight differ-
ent aspects and specific manifestations of the phenomenon known also as ‘everyday hu-
manitarianism’ or ‘vernacular humanitarianisms’ (Brković, 2016; 2017; 2020). Within that
framework of interest, specific countries, like Greece (e.g., Cabot, 2019; Rozakou, 2016),
or locations such as Calais (e.g., Agier et al., 2019; Sandri, 2018), Brussels (e.g., Vandevo-
ordt, 2019), Budapest (e.g., Kallius et al., 2016) or Belgrade (e.g., Cantat, 2020; Jovanović,
2020; Milan, 2019) became places of often ethnographically informed research about self-
organized citizen pro-migrant mobilization. Work of pro-migrant groups active along the
Balkan migratory trail, such as the Welcome! Initiative (Croatia), Second Home (Slove-
nia) or the organization Youth for Refugees (Serbia) was also promptly addressed in the
literature (e.g., Bužinkić, 2018; El-Shaarawi & Razsa, 2019; Kurnik & Razsa, 2020). Their
positioning within local contexts, especially in relation to the 1990s war, postwar and anti-
nationalist struggles was discussed, backing the conclusion about the ‘Balkan route as a
history of old or ad hoc established collectives of independent volunteers’ (Kurnik, 2015:
239).

Although research of the Croatian context mainly focused on the work of large-scale
‘humanitarian enterprise’ (Pozniak, 2020; see Hameršak & Pleše, 2017; 2018b; Pozniak,
2019; Župarić-Iljić & Valenta, 2019) that dominated the highly professionalized and secu-
ritized Croatian section of the refugee corridor, grassroots engagements related to that
context also found their place in the literature. Besides the already mentioned study about
Welcome! Initiative, here one should mention in depth (auto)ethnographic accounts on
volunteering in the context of the same initiative in the transit camps along the corridor
(Grubiša, 2018; Jambrešić Kirin & Škokić, 2018), as well as vignettes and sketches of citizen
assistance scattered across ethnographically founded literature about the corridor (see e.g.,
Hameršak & Bužinkić, 2018; Župarić-Iljić & Valenta, 2019).

In 2015, as well as in the following years, differences between grassroots pro-migrant
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groups active at the outskirts of Europe and in the heart of the continent were distributed
along the lines of ad infinitum divergent local and national historical and contemporary
contexts, experiences, and power relations, as well as along, for example, different re-
alities, aims and struggles of the migratory movements they support. Nevertheless, two
general specifics of initiatives at the fringes of EU could be observed: the first is related
to the international dimension of the groups at hand and the second is related to these
groups’ extensive and specialized textual report production. The following paragraphs ex-
plore if and how these specifics have been addressed in the literature and manifested on
the ground.

The first, the international dimension of pro-migrants grassroots grouping along the
migrant trail, at the fringes of the EU, can be connected to a variety of motives and factors.
Media coverage of the ‘crisis’, the atmosphere of change and welcoming, hyper-mobility
of young people of the West, as well as geographical proximity (see Cantat, 2020, p. 107;
Fechter & Schwittay, 2019, p. 1772) fostered occasional or longer engagements of citizens
mainly from central EU countries in the long-distance aid activities in transit hubs along
the main migratory pathways at the outskirts of the EU. As mentioned on the marginalia
of the literature about welcoming refugees, ‘some volunteers from Southern Germany and
Austria […] went directly to Hungary or Croatia to pick up refugees’ (Hamann & Karakay-
ali, 2016, p. 75), while others went to stay for a few days, weeks or months and offer practi-
cal help on the ground. In sum, individuals and groups from mostly central EU states were
arriving (self-organized or attached to small NGOs) in countries along transitory path-
ways, such as Greece, Serbia, or Croatia, with their ‘know-how’, donations, tents, vans,
equipment, and funds for new supplies, joining organizations on the ground or working
independently and helping out by, for example, installing improvised distribution spots or
outdoor kitchens.

At least in Croatia and Serbia, the international background or the foreignness of some
of the grassroots groups was highlighted already in the names they quickly obtained in lo-
cal contexts. For example, a volunteer named asThe Swedish Chef, a 27-year-old chef from
Lund, Sweden,¹ prepared meals for refugees for weeks at the previously mentioned ad hoc
border-crossing with Serbia, in Bapska, Croatia, while the group (sel)named Czech Team
was for months engaged only a few kilometers further in the transit camp Adaševci in Ser-
bia and after 2018 also in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The so-called Hungarians, a group of
several people coming from Hungary, were at Ključ Brdovečki—another previously men-
tioned improvised border-crossing installed in that period and closed after the transit redi-
rected directly to Slovenia. In Dobova in Slovenia, twoAustrian volunteerswhowere called
‘the couple from Austria’, established an aid tent at the train station for several weeks.² Af-
ter the full closure of the corridor in Spring 2016 the engagement of international groups
was reduced significantly in Croatia—an EU country determined to have ‘closed border’

¹ See https://www.unhcr.org/news/stories/2015/9/56ec1eb218/swedish-chef-serves-hot-meals-refugees.
html.

² The arrival of volunteers and activists from other countries to countries along the Balkan migratory
pathway in that period is acknowledged in the literature about the situation along the Balkan corridor
and after (Cantat, 2020, p. 107; Jovanović, 2020, pp. 131–132, et passim), although rarely for Croatia where
international and independent volunteers are eventually marginally mentioned, as for example, in the
map of first ‘reception’ sites which refers to an ‘improvised outdoor kitchen from German volunteers’
(Larsen et al., 2015, p. 36).
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politics by any means. These politics repelled potential supporters to contexts that may
seem as less hostile environments toward solidarity assistance to migrants, first of all to
border areas of neighboring non-EU countries such as Serbia and also Bosnia and Herze-
govina after 2018 (see Stojić Mitrović et al., 2020, pp. 56, 65, 78, et passim).

Cultural, political and class biases of these (mostly) self-organized international or
transnational groups engaged at the fringes of EU were very diverse—some of them being
close to what has been described as MNGOs (my own NGO), personalized aid initiatives
in the Global South burdened with the legacies of interconnections between humanitar-
ian aid and colonial administration (Fechter & Schwittay, 2019, p. 1770; see Schulpen &
Huyse, 2017), while other self-organized groups had their background rooted in older Eu-
ropean anti-racist, anti-restrictionist and pro-migrant activism inclined toward transna-
tional spheres of action (Cantat, 2015; Schneider & Kopp, 2017; Stierl, 2019, p. 47; Walters,
2006). In practice, these different lines of engagement merged, accompanied sometimes by
tensions and the production of hybrids, as noted in the reflections of one of these groups:
‘The so-called “Balkanroute” […] seems to have turned into the place to be for emanci-
patory left German activists. […] Within the German left, more and more car convoys
aimed at transporting people across borders as well as kitchen collectives got organized
and headed to Hungary, Serbia, Greece or Macedonia’ (ReflActionist, 2016). In an effort to
distance themselves from the ‘voluntourism’ and ‘holidarity,’ as it is critically labeled, but
also to address their own positionality, this group defined their position as that of ‘activist
tourists’ (ReflActionist Collective, 2016).

3 Grassroots groups textual engagements: Reporting pushbas

The second easily discerned point of differentiation between grassroots groups active in
the core of the EU and countries along the Balkan migratory trajectory in 2015 and after
is related to the later focus on documenting and reporting border violence or, more pre-
cisely, to the production of so-called ‘pushback reports.’³ The pushback reports call for an-
alytical engagements and contextualization not only as a specific format of the grassroots
involvement at the fringes of EU but also as probably the most comprehensive, although
not always most reliable, source of data about pushbacks from Croatia and neighboring
countries at the moment. As both a form of documentation and paradigmatic artifacts of
modern knowledge practices (see Riles, 2006, p. 2) and as a form of vernacular or ‘ordinary’
people writing (see Lyons, 2010), they furthermore seem to be relevant foci of discussion.

The first reports about pushbacks from Croatia were published in early 2016 (Banich
et al., 2016a; Refugees et al., 2016) when the Balkan refugee corridor was still function-
ing, while official narratives of efficient and humanitarian fast-track transit of refugees

³ Textual production of grassroots groups in Croatia was of significant local and regional importance
from the first days of mass arrivals in 2015. Two of the largest and most prominent Croatian grassroots
organizations, or collectives in the respective period, Are you Syrious? andWelcome! Initiative, regularly
reported via social media about the situation on the ground and along the migratory path. Reporting at
first was daily or even more often, while after the closure of the corridor it was weekly or every few
days, but still regularly, being a stable source of information until today. Besides these general reports
that served as both first-hand information about the situation on the ground, as well as a mobilizing tool,
a number of grassroots groups situated in Croatia and neighboring countries in parallel specialized in
the production of pushback reports which are the focus of this article.
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through Croatia were yet widely perpetuated (Documenta, [2015]; European Economic
and Social Committee, 2016; Larsen et al., 2016; Šelo Šabić & Borić, 2016). These reports
were followed by reports about pushbacks from other countries along the corridor: Austria,
North Macedonia, and Slovenia (Moving Europe, 2016b; 2016c; 2016d). Over the following
months, new reports about border violence in the Croatian section of the corridor were
published (Banich et al., 2016b; Inicijativa Dobrodošli, 2016). In 2017, after reports by some
previously mentioned transnational (Moving Europe, 2016e) and local grassroots groups
(Inicijativa Dobrodošli! & Are you Syrious, 2017a; 2017b; 2017c), prominent international
human rights and humanitarian organizations (Human RightsWatch, 2017; Médecins Sans
Frontières, 2017; Belgrade Centre for Human Rights etc., 2017) started to extensively report
about pushbacks from Croatia.

From then on dozens of grassroots collectives located in Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegov-
ina, Croatia, and Slovenia and in more or less close everyday contact with people on the
move engaged in reporting pushbacks—most often in English, signaling the international
or transnational dimension of this reporting practice. The most active or at least most sys-
tematic in reporting were international, often transnational self-organized groups situated
at the outskirts of Serbia and the Bosnia and Herzegovina border with Croatia, where they
would see and encounter people upon their pushback from EU member states. In 2018
when the migratory pathways proliferated also across Bosnia and Herzegovina grassroots
reports of pushbacks started to be produced even with more vigor, in bigger numbers, by
more groups.⁴ The year 2019 saw the stabilization of reporting procedures and practices
with efforts directed toward advocacy and dissemination of report findings in divergent
formats, including in the form of maps (see Push-Back Map and Border Violence Moni-
toring Network Testimonies Database), which was more or less the situation before the
2020 and COVID-19 pandemic which at first resulted in the reduction of different activi-
ties, including grassroots reporting. Due to extensive and divergent reporting and advo-
cacy work, supported by media coverage and investigations, pushbacks along the so-called
Balkan route became a hallmark of relentlessness and violence of the re-stabilized Euro-
pean border regime (Hess & Kasparek, 2017) at the southeastern fringes of the EU.

The reports published by grassroots groups active in Croatia and neighboring countries

⁴ Groups involved in reporting pushbacks, their number and names, can be roughly determined
by the insight into the changes of the paratext (Genette, 1997), textual and nontextual elements
surrounding the text (cover, introduction etc.), of one of the probably the longest-lasting peri-
odical publication of pushback reports: monthly Illegal Pushback [Push-backs] and Violence Re-
ports and since March 2020 Balkan Region reports (No Name Kitchen etc., 2018, 2019; Bor-
der Violence Monitoring Network 2019, 2020a, 2020b, https://www.nonamekitchen.org/en/violence-
reports/; https://www.borderviolence.eu/category/monthly-report/page/2/). These reports were pub-
lished mostly on the monthly basis by No name Kitchen and other groups (Border Violence Mon-
itoring, [re:]ports Sarajevo, Escuela con Alma, Ljuta Krajina - SOS - Team Kladuša etc.) until July
2019 when Border Violence Monitoring Network this group is part of became the publisher. Start-
ing from the report from June 2018 these reports are available via webpages of No Name Kitchen
(https://www.nonamekitchen.org/en/violence-reports/) with latest report from January 2020 and Bor-
der Violence Network (https://www.borderviolence.eu/category/monthly-report/) with reports fromDe-
cember 2018-March 2019 till today (October 2020). Monthly reports issued from 2017 to May 2018 are
not available online but were taken into the account in this paper. Changes in the title of these reports
provide insight into the steadily spreading of the territory they cover, from reports from one specific
location or border town such as Šid or Velika Kladuša to the reports from the specific country (Bosnia
and Herzegovina) or the reports covering broader area (Balkan region).
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from 2016 until the first fewmonths of 2020 differ significantly in regard to their methodol-
ogy, sources and outlook. Most of the reports, especially older ones, are based primarily on
the direct contact of the group members with people who were pushed back (e.g., Banich,
2016a; 2016b; Inicijativa Dobrodošli!, 2017a; No Name Kitchen etc., 2018; 2019). Some are
a combination of different sources (personal or other groups written or audio recordings
of testimonies, media sources, reports of the authorities, other grassroots reports, human
rights organization reports, etc.) (Incijativa Dobrodošli! etc., 2017b; 2017c; Info Kolpa, 2019;
Border ViolenceMonitoring Network, 2019; 2020a; 2020b). Somewere published once (e.g.,
Info Kolpa, 2019), while most of them occasionally (e.g., Incijativa Dobrodošli! etc., 2017a;
2017b; 2017c; Are you Syrious etc., 2018; Border Violence Monitoring Network etc., 2020),
others regularly and monthly (No Name Kitchen etc., 2018; 2019; Border Violence Moni-
toring Network 2019; 2020a; 2020b).

The oldest reports were focused on publishing individual accounts—so-called testi-
monies or individual cases of pushbacks. They were included in the reports as appendixes
to the core text (overview or analysis of the situation) of the report (e.g., Are you Syrious
etc., 2018; Banich et al., 2016b) or they were the core of the reports. For example, monthly
pushback reports, one of the long-running report publications (NoNameKitchen etc., 2018;
2019; Border Violence Monitoring Network, 2019; Border Violence Monitoring Network,
2019; 2020a; 2020b), in the first years were structured as collections of individual reports
of pushbacks (No Name Kitchen etc., 2018; 2019), which will be discussed in more detail
later in the text.

Finally, pushback reports were for a long time minimalistic in layout or in the paratex-
tual (Genette, 1997) sense. The oldest reports usually had only the title of the publication,
and the author or name of the group (source) (Inicijativa Dobrodošli! etc., 2017a; 2017b;
2017c; No Name Kitchen etc., 2018). Changes in the structure and layout or paratext of
reports were followed by the shifts in the distribution, from minimal, internal distribution,
to wide distribution via web, social media, email newsletter, maps and so on.

4 Reporting pushbas in a humanitarian and human rights perspective

The beginnings of the grassroots reporting of pushbacks from Croatia (e.g., Banich et al.,
2016a; Moving Europe, 2016a) can easily be seen as a continuation of the work of older
activists from European anti-racist and pro-migrant initiatives oriented toward denounc-
ing and challenging discriminatory, securitized and violent European migration policies.
However, this was not necessarily the case with grassroots pushback reports published
after the closure of the corridor. In fact, for many grassroots groups involved since then,
reporting was a reaction to the brutality of the context in which they in the first place
intervened with the idea of emergency assistance and essential humanitarian support. As
the webpage of one of the groups exemplifies, the group ‘began as a loose, self-organized
group of people who in 2015 decided to respond to the humanitarian crisis by providing
direct assistance,’ but after some time in the field, the group started to develop projects
in three different directions: humanitarian, political education and border violence monitor-
ing.⁵ The founding narratives of other groups also mention this transformation of initial

⁵ See https://rigardu.de/en/aboutus/
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humanitarian impulses and grassroots organizing into active confrontation and denunci-
ations of violence. As, for example, mentioned by this group:

born on February 3rd, 2017 in Belgrade. At that moment, the driving forces of the
project, started to provide food and kitchen resources in order to cover, at least par-
tially, the basic needs of all the refugees who lived in the old barracks of the train
station. In collaboration with them, we got to distribute more than 500 meals per day,
in a time period where the temperature dropped to -20 degrees.⁶

After several months this group moved out from Belgrade to the border area, where
they organized diverse assistance for people on themove, as well ‘engaged in the collection
of testimonies from victims of border violence,’ since ‘the violent pushback and collective
expulsion of people on the move is a daily occurrence in the area. To this end, certain
volunteers from No Name Kitchen publish a monthly report on the situation with the
testimonies of victims of this abuse.’⁷

In general, reporting in this context often figures as an outcome or byproduct of some
other activity, most often it is done in parallel with providing basic aid: distributing food
and clothes, providing showers, emergency medical help, etc. In accordance with this, the
social media posts of this and other groups engaged in reporting alternate information
about distribution of aid and expansion of border violence.⁸ In some instances reporting is
not parallel with distributing aid, but with providing ‘independent information for people
on the move’⁹ or phone, email, or personal mediation between the migrants and the police
organized to prevent pushback (Info Kolpa, 2019, p. 2; Are you Syrious etc., 2018, pp. 6–7).

Although this parallel providing basic help and challenging the authorities may at first
sight seem dissonant with the modern official humanitarian imperatives of neutrality, im-
partiality and independence (see e.g., Barnett, 2011), it is not new in a humanitarian con-
text. Quite the contrary, blending between providing aid and denouncing violence is one
of the hallmarks of new forms of humanitarianism, influenced, among all, by the human
rights discourse that dominated the moral sphere of the liberal international order of the
late 20th century (Barnett, 2011, pp. 195–212). As summarized by Didier Fassin, ‘publicly
bearing witness of suffering and injustice is precisely what departs the first (International
Red Cross) and second (Doctors without Borders, Doctors of the World) ages of humani-
tarianism’ (2008, p. 555). Witnessing (témoignage), contested as a practice even within the
MSF itself becomes a humanitarian ‘duty’ in that context (Redfield, 2013, p. 110). More
precisely, ‘historically, the emergence of the second age of humanitarianism, with “French
doctors” returning from the war in Biafra, was a reaction to the silence of the Red Cross,
wedded to its principle of neutrality. Testimony in favor of the victims becomes, for MSF
and even more for Médecins du monde, a key dimension of their action’ (Fassin, 2007, p.
516). Nevertheless, as MSF workers themselves insisted, witnessing is a secondary effect of
humanitarian medical action, ‘an essential byproduct, but a byproduct nonetheless’ (Red-
field, 2013, p. 110), as it is reporting for many grassroots groups discussed here. In this vein,
these groups’ engagement in reporting seems not as contradictory to humanitarian assis-
tance, but in a way provoked by that assistance and even a necessary precondition for fur-

⁶ See https://www.nonamekitchen.org/en/
⁷ See http://www.nonamekitchen.org/en/what-do-we-do/
⁸ See https://www.facebook.com/NoNameKitchenBelgrade
⁹ See http://moving-europe.org/
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ther provision of that assistance. As mentioned before, for solidarity-driven groups—and
this is how most involved groups self-define or represent themselves¹⁰—reporting comes
as a form of non-complying with the context in which they participate by the logic of
humanitarian involvement. It is a way of self-distancing from re-production of borders
in, what is termed in the literature, humanitarian borderwork (Pallister-Wilkins, 2017) or
humanitarian border (Walters, 2011).

Besides humanitarian endeavors, grassroots pushback reports are comparable with hu-
man rights engagements. More precisely, they evoke comparison with human rights re-
ports which, since the 1960s when Amnesty International pioneered their use, evolved
into a distinct discursive genre (Buzzi, 2017). Similarities between grassroots pushback re-
ports discussed here and human rights reports published by human rights organizations
can be observed on the level of the terminology of the grassroots reports (their referring
to human rights violations, collective expulsions, degrading treatment); the focus on the
legal framework and argumentation, especially in the more recent reports (e.g., Border Vi-
olenceMonitoring Network et al., 2020; Border ViolenceMonitoring Network, 2019; 2020a;
2020b); and on their general structure and layout. Far from a minimalistic graphic design,
more recent reports often have discernible cover illustration, a designed layout, table of
content and pagination. In fact, the writing style and graphic design of most of the recent
pushback reports examined here (e.g., Border Violence Monitoring Network, 2020a; 2020b;
Border Violence Monitoring Network et al., 2020) seem closer to the traditional genre of
human rights reports than to the older reports of the same groups. Some of them have al-
most the canonical structure of human rights reports, described in literature (Cohen, 1996)
as expressing concerns about the situation, stating the problem, setting the context, defin-
ing sources and methods, detailed allegations, an overview of international and domestic
law and required actions or recommendations.¹¹ In sum, as many human rights reports, the
most recent pushback reports are almost exclusively structured as overviews and analyses
of the situation and of violations of human rights.

¹⁰ See https://www.nonamekitchen.org/en/, https://rigardu.de/en/aboutus/, Bužinkić 2018 etc.
¹¹ Pushbacks came into the focus of human rights organizations reporting only relatively recently with

new millennia and the expansion and brutalization of that bordering practice. In the human rights field,
pushback reports were first addressed together with other human rights violations regarding right to
international protection most often concerning the situation in Greece (Pro Asyl etc., 2007; see Norwe-
gian Association for Asylum Seekers etc., 2009). Some of these reports were written in methodologically
innovative ways, as already addressed in the literature (see Cabot, 2016). With series of reports about
pushbacks at sea conducted by Italy, primary to Libya in the first decade of the 21st century (Human
Rights Watch, 2006; 2009), pushbacks were recognized as recurrent and widespread violations of inter-
national and national law. In parallel, pushbacks conducted outside so-called pushback operations at the
open sea also came into the fore of human rights reports, for example pushbacks from Greek land and
sea borders to Turkey (Pro Asyl, 2007; Human Rights Watch, 2008) or pushbacks from Italy to Greece
(Tsapopoulou et al., 2012). In the next decade pushbacks, still not always called as such, were promoted
into the distinct subject of human right organizations reports, first in connection to the situation at the
Aegean Sea and Greek land borders (Pro Asyl, 2013; Amnesty International, 2013; 2014a) and after in Bul-
garia (Human Rights Watch, 2014), Hungary, North Macedonia, Serbia (Amnesty International, 2015),
Spain (Amnesty International, 2015) or in relation to the restrictive and violent European border policies
in general (Amnesty International, 2014b).
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5 Individual accounts of pushbas between factual and contextual

Asmentioned before, grassroots pushback reportswere not always structured as overviews
or analyses of the situation and of human right violations. When the corridor was ac-
tive and in the years after, individual accounts of pushbacks dominated the production
of grassroots reports (e.g., Banich et al., 2016a; 2016b; No Name Kitchen etc., 2018; 2019;
Are you Syrious et al., 2018). In fact, monthly pushback reports were for a long time (un-
til December 2018 almost exclusively, and until April 2019 predominantly) structured as
collections of individual reports or individual accounts of pushbacks. Their cumulative
structure was highlighted already in their title as Illegal Push-backs [Pushbacks] and Bor-
der Violence Reports (No Name Kitchen et al, 2018). However, individual accounts included
in those reports varied radically from one monthly report to another as well as within the
same monthly reports. Roughly, it seems possible to discern two opposing tendencies of
individual pushback accounts representation in these monthly collections of reports.

First, there is a tendency for the description of the individual pushback to be more
factually, or even forensically founded, and action/incident-oriented, with simple, mostly
one-dimensional and schematic structures, which consist of a departure, apprehension by
the police, police misdoings, and pushback to the place where the report is made (e.g., No
Name Kitchen etc., 2018, August, report 5 and 25, October, report 18). Additionally, this
tendency of representation of individual accounts of pushbacks has distinctive character-
istics including a persistent presentation of people who report about their experience of a
pushback as anonymous even when the name is an element of a standardized form for re-
porting pushbacks (see e.g., No Name Kitchen etc., 2018, October, report 19), as well as the
use of more formal language and technical terms such as ‘respondent’ (see e.g., No Name
Kitchen etc., 2018, September, reports 14 and 17; 2019, February, report 1.9), ‘victim’ (e.g.,
No Name Kitchen etc., 2018, [August], report 25 and 28, September, report 4) and ‘inter-
viewee’ (see e.g., No Name Kitchen etc., 2018, December, 1.13; 2019, January, reports 1.7,
1.9, 2.3). From the narratological perspective (Genette, 1980), individual pushback accounts
which represent more factual and action/incident-oriented reporting of individual push-
backs, usually have an extradiegetic (external to the narrative) and heterodiegetic (absent
from the narrative) narrator that ‘takes over’ the narrative from the person who is pushed
back and attaches it to a supposedly neutral, external instance.

In contrast to this tendency, some individual accounts included in the monthly collec-
tions of pushback reports seem to belong to more personal, migrant and context-oriented
reporting tendency. They are characterized by the predominant use of a personal names
for the people who are pushed back, as well as extensive reference to the verbal and non-
verbal interaction between volunteer/activist and that person (e.g., ‘At the end of the in-
terview, Saraj told me’ / ‘Adan told me’ / ‘Rakan told me’; ‘Fajsan told me’ / ‘Amin told
me’ / ‘Mohamad told me’ / ‘Mohamad showed me’ / ‘Adnann described the attack in the
following way,’ No Name Kitchen etc., 2018, October). Furthermore, this migrant-oriented
tendency of representation of individual pushback accounts is characterized by extensive
use of direct speech, as illustrated in the following passages:

In the morning, Saad, 36 years old man from Palestine came to the showers close to
the informal camp in Velika Kladuša, where the No Name Kitchen provides showers.
Saad could barely walk and looked disoriented and tired. He sat down on a chair and
explained that he was brutally attacked by the Croatian police at the Bosnian border
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the previous night, when he and other 16 persons were being deported back to Bosnia:
‘They made a half circle in front of the car and one by one called out of the car and
beating him. There were children and woman. They also beat the woman because she
tried to hide her phone under her clothes and they found out, so they hit her by a
baton. Her children and we could see it. Children were crying. But the police did not
care. They kept telling me: “Fuck you, fuck your mother,” and after shouting at us,
“Heidi, go back to Bosnia!” It was horrible, they were deporting us around 3 am and
for three or four hours after, we were searching for each other in a forest. They were
beating also an old man who was there with us and now has broken finger. […] Do
you have a cigarette? I have money [pulling ten marks out of his pocket], but I cannot
go to the supermarket because I feel so dizzy and tired. I keep vomiting blood. I can’t
eat anything as I vomit it out. I think I may have maybe internal bleeding from so
many kicks into my body (Saad).’

Later in the afternoon, I met another four men who were together with Saad de-
ported back to Bosnia. Mahmoud, 35 years old Syrian who could speak fluent En-
glish, explained to me what happened to him and his friends the previous night at
the Croatian-Bosnian border. (e.g., No Name Kitchen etc., 2018, October, report 7)

This and other more contextual and migrant-oriented individual pushback accounts
include descriptions of the process of documenting and reporting the pushback (‘In the
morning, Saad, 36 years old…’; ‘Later in the afternoon, I met…’), as well as an individual
account of the pushback presented as direct speech (‘They made a half circle…’) and re-
lated to the individual with a name (here ‘Saad’) (e.g., No Name Kitchen etc., 2018, August,
report 3). Individuality of the personal account of the pushback and the process of its doc-
umentation within this tendency is furthermore acknowledged by the use of direct speech
even within direct speech (e.g., ‘They kept telling me: “Fuck you, fuck your mother”’), lin-
guistic plurality of the context (‘Heidi’ as distorted pronunciation and/or transcription of
hajde meaning ‘go’ in Croatian) and registering the nonverbal aspects of communication
(‘[pulling ten marks out of his pocket]’). Finally, reports belonging to this representational
framework have two levels of narration and two narrators, one which narrates document-
ing the pushback and the other that narrates the pushback.The first narrator deals with the
context, atmosphere, and events related to the process of documenting and the interaction
with the person who was pushed back, as well as with the narrator’s reception of person
pushed back narrative. Here we are dealing with a narrator involved in a narrative as a
character: the volunteer/activist who is documenting the pushback. The second narrator
is, in narratological terminology (Genette, 1980), intradiegetic, embedded into the narra-
tive of the first narrator. This narrator is homodiegetic or a narrator-character: the person
who experienced the pushback.

6 Grassroots pushba reporting and ethnography

The interest of some of the individual reports or accounts in various contexts and per-
spectives, and, in general, their inclination toward what is called thick description in an-
thropology (Geertz, 1973, pp. 3–30), calls for further investigation of the parallels between
grassroots pushback reporting and ethnography.

According to Heath Cabot, it is the story, the interview, and the case that can be seen
as ‘some perhaps obvious examples’ of meeting points between ethnographic research
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and advocacy work, including reporting (Cabot, 2016, p. 8).¹² Indeed, as formulated by
one of the groups at issue here, reporting pushbacks is driven by the idea to bring ‘often
forgotten stories to public attention and demand that these practices stop immediately.’¹³
According to the perspective of the members of another group, publishing individual ac-
counts of pushbacks is based on the idea, not ‘to speak for victims’ but to ‘propel their
voices and stories to the widest possible audience and build the case for an adherence to
international law and safe sanctuary for all refugees’ (Campbell & Augustová, 2018). By
highlighting stories or individual accounts, grassroots groups employ, in WilliamWalters’
terms, ‘epistemic strategy’ that at the same time eventually assign ‘“voice” to subjects who
are presumed to have no place as political subjects in official debates’ and ‘acts as a tactic
of empathy’ (Walters, 2011, p. 152).

Moreover, in the case of grassroots pushback reports, empathy is not only related to
the modes of the reception of the reports, but it tackles also the methodology. Besides as
a mode of reception, empathy functions here as the ‘ethnographic empathy,’ meaning in-
clination toward understanding perspective of others, and interest in the other and in his
or her story per se, often represented by the extensive or exclusive use of direct speech,
as in the example of Saad’s retelling of the pushback he experienced, cited in the previous
section. By mobilizing direct speech for the presentation of individual accounts, these re-
ports advocate for the autonomy of people who experienced pushbacks. The idea is that
the protagonists, or, as described by members of one of the groups involved in reporting
pushbacks, ‘the victims should have the autonomy to share their experiences’ and that re-
porters should ‘respect that narrative, giving respondents the opportunity to tell their part
within this story of borders (a simple objective so often neglected in the media coverage
of contestation sites such as national frontiers)’ (Campbell & Augustová, 2018). From a
linguistic perspective, the use of direct speech implies perceiving ‘another’s utterance as a
compact, indivisible, fixed, impenetrable whole’ (Voloshinov, 1973, p. 128). This approach
is echoed in pushback monthly reports or collections of individual pushback accounts (No
Name Kitchen et al., 2018; 2019), as well as in the reports published during the period of the
Balkan refugee corridor (e.g., Banich 2016a; Moving Europe 2016b; 2016c) which encom-
pass individual accounts of pushbacks in form of testimonies, uninterrupted direct speech
even when they are derived from interviews.

The commitment of many, mostly older, grassroots pushback reports to document and
present individual accounts of pushbacks in broadly speaking integral form, as individ-
ual accounts, stories or cases, brings into the discussion their parallels with ethnographic
fieldnotes. At first, parallels between fieldnotes and individual reports seem obscured by
an extensive reliance of individual accounts of pushbacks on ‘truth’ or ‘evidence’ devices
represented by the attached medical documentation, photos of injuries or geolocations, as
well as, tabular presentation of the individual accounts of pushbacks (in fact summaries
of interviews) in monthly reports (No Name Kitchen etc., 2018; 2019). However, the repre-
sentation of individual accounts of pushbacks in the format of a table with fixed sections
(Type of the incident, Location, Victims, Date and time, Details, Description of the incident,
Information about the perpetrators, Injuries and medical treatment, Photos of injuries; No

¹² Cabot also points to differences between advocacy and ethnographic research in refugee context, such
as critical perspective of ethnographic work vs. reports work to defend existing knowledge frameworks
or ethnographic valuing of inconsistency vs. reports striving to consistency (see Cabot, 2016, p. 8).

¹³ See https://www.borderviolence.eu/about/
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Name Kitchen etc., 2018, September) does not necessarily signal their incongruence with
an ethnographic apparatus since tables based on the forms for gathering at least basic
contextual data (about the informants, date and place etc.) were not so long-ago part of
standard ethnographic fieldwork tools in some contexts (see Hameršak, 2012).

Finally, an overview of convergences between grassroots pushback reports and ethnog-
raphy necessarily needs to tackle the issue of reporters’ and interviewedmigrants’ (im)mo-
bilities. As mentioned before, grassroots pushback reports examined here are very often
based on the volunteer/activist leaving home, which is often located in one of the EUmem-
ber states (Croatia, Slovenia, Germany, Italy etc.) to go to Serbia or Bosnia and Herzegov-
ina, as the closest countries where people who are pushed back from EU reside and are
prone to speak out. This constellation evidently strongly resonates with paradigmatic, al-
though today more and more outdated, ethnographer’s displacement. More striking con-
vergences rise from the circumstances that reports are often based on the encounter of
temporary immobilized migrants, with volunteers or activists who, as Ruben Andersson
noticed regarding his researchwith Senegal’s deportees, in amanner of prototypical ethno-
grapher paradoxically ‘came and went, taking their time and stories away with them’ (An-
dersson, 2017, p. 91). Several reports based on the long-distance communication technolo-
gies and digital tools, exchange of phone text and email messages, online forms and calls
eschew this type of relation characterized by the mobile reporters and immobile—returned
or stuck—people on the move. One of them entails the immobility of both a reporter who
stays at home and a correspondent in the camp (Inicijativa Dobrodošli, 2016) while oth-
ers, written on the basis of exchanges of telephone messages between activists, police and
people on the move, even reverse the above-described relationship (Info Kolpa, 2019). This
report, namely, relies on the immobile activists who communicate from home with people
on the move who, at the same time, struggle to maintain their mobility (Info Kolpa, 2019).

For groups situated at the outer fringes of the EU and now for years engaged in pub-
lishing regular monthly pushback reports, long-term, in continuity or periodical, pres-
ences in the field, another hallmark of ethnography, appears to be a crucial dimension of
their reporting practice. As outlined in the discussion of the humanitarian background of
grassroots pushback reports, reporters are, like ethnographers, engaged in participating
in everyday realities of people who are excluded from the legal, political, and social order
and routinely pushed back across borders from one state to another. Or, as it is explained
in the introduction to one of the monthly pushback reports: ‘The methodological process
for these reports leverages the close social contact that we have as independent volunteers
with refugees and migrants to monitor pushbacks from Croatia. When individuals return
with significant injuries or stories of abuse, one of our violence reporting volunteers will
sit down with the individuals to collect their testimonies’ (No Name Kitchen etc., 2019,
February). Testimonies are collected by the interviews done in a ‘standardized framework’
developed for the monthly pushback reports (No Name Kitchen etc., 2019, January), which
in this context appears as the preferred method because the violence these reports strive
to document is characterized by ‘open aggression and assault’ (Isakjee et al., 2020, p. 13)
done far from the sight of reporters.

Finally, the (sel)reflexive stances about production of pushback reports, such as those
about reporting process cited above, together with the previously mentioned activists’ re-
flections about activist tourist dimension of their work in Balkans, or, to introduce a new
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example, activists’ readiness to acknowledge that reports are not the ‘most radical tool one
can imagine’ (Push-Back Map, s. a.) for challenging the system, open up further, and here
concluding, lines of connection between these reports and ethnographic inquiries. These
and others here not mentioned examples of self-reflection from relatively rich textual pro-
duction of these groups or their members about their documenting and reporting work
(Augustova & Sapoch, 2020; Bužinkić, 2018; Bužinkić & Avon, 2020; Campbell & Augus-
tová, 2018; Info Kolpa, 2020; Push-Back Map Collective, 2020) make reports and reporting
close to para-ethnographic accounts. In other words, they position grassroots reports as, in
the terms of Douglas Holmes and George Marcus, ‘self-conscious critical faculty operating
in diverse domains as a way of dealing with contradictions, exceptions, and facts that are
fugitive, suggesting a social realm and social processes not in alignment with conventional
representations and reigning modes of knowledge and analysis’ (2008, p. 596; see Holmes
& Marcus, 2005).¹⁴

7 Between supporting and reporting

Although the fusion of bureaucratic technology such as reporting and spontaneous pro-
migrant organizing may at first sight might seem incongruous, it fits well into the global
documenting fever, which in a way haunts this article also—as suggested by the extensive-
ness of its bibliography. Far from being undervalued as a form of bureaucratic knowledge,
documents, and documenting, including reports and reporting, are today embraced in dif-
ferent fields from arts and academia (see e.g., Kurtović, 2019) to grassroots pro-migrant
initiatives.

Spontaneous pro-migrant groups and initiatives formed in the response to mobility
breakthroughs of the restrictive EU border control regime in 2015 and 2016. They em-
ployed different methods and practices to support the people on the move and to chal-
lenge the inefficient, bureaucratized, discriminatory, and securitized modes of action of
official, state, and humanitarian actors. Some practices that were developed in this frame-
work of citizen engagements over time evolved into distinctive formats of response to the
border restrictions, exclusions, and violence. One of them is still a lasting practice of re-
porting of pushbacks by grassroots groups active at different locations on the outskirts
of the EU, in particular along the Balkan migratory pathway. By outlining the grassroots,
self-organized, humanitarian, and human rights background of pushback reports and re-
porting practices related to Croatia, as well as their representational tendencies and further
convergences with ethnographic inquiries, this paper hopefully sets a basic foundation for
eventual future analysis of these reports as forms of textual struggles, as well as forms
which not only resonate with ethnographic knowledge production, but also speak about
the (sel)positioning of that knowledge in the contemporary world.

¹⁴ Of course, self-reflective positioning, as when reports highlight that ‘only small sample from the ex-
perience of […] activists’ which boosts concerns that ‘the number of illegal and violent push backs is
much higher’ (Inicijativa Dobrodošli!, 2017a, s. p.; Are you Syrious et al., 2018), can be sometimes func-
tion as reassurance of the argument, but in this context it is more often functioning as a call for critical
rethinking.
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